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FOURIER COEFFICIENTSOF EISENSTEINSERIES OF
ONE COMPLEXVARIABLEFOR
THE SPECIALLINEAR GROUP
BY

A. TERRAS
ABSTRACT. The Eisenstein series in question are generalizations of
Epstein's zeta function, whose Fourier expansions generalize the formula of
Selberg and Chowla (for the binary quadratic form case of Epstein's zeta function). The expansions are also analogous to Siegel's calculation of the Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series for the symplectic group. .The only ingredients not
appearing in Siegel's formula are the Bessel functions of matrix argument studied
by Herz. These functions generalize the modified Bessel function of the second
kind appearing in the Selberg-Chowla formula.

1. Introduction. We consider some Eisenstein series for the group SL(n, R)
of 72x « real matrices of determinant 1, the special linear group. The simplest
such function is the Epstein zeta function of an n-ary positive definite (real) qua-

dratic form S, defined by

(1.1) Z(S,p)= \

S

¿ aSZn-0

S[a]-p= h(2p)
L

¿Z

aeZ"-0;g.c.d.(a)=l

S[a]-p,

where the first sum is over column vectors a with integer entries and the second
sum is over column vectors a such that the entries are relatively prime integers.
Here f (x) is the Riemann zeta function and p is a complex number with Re p >
lAn for convergence of the series. A useful formula for this function is that of
Selberg and Chowla, (1.3) below, which has generalizations in [16]. This can be
used to prove Kronecker's limit formula and has applications in number theory
(e.g., [2], [4], and [14]). Considering the Epstein zeta function as an Eisenstein
series on SL(n, R) as is noted in [3], the formula of Selberg and Chowla is nothing
more than the computation of the Fourier expansion in the case n = 2 with respect to the subgroup of 57,(2, R) of matrices of the form (A ?). For multiplying such matrices corresponds to adding the x's and Z(S, p) = Z(S , p), where

"G3
s'
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for any integer x. Now use the diagonalization [13, p. 24]

Vl2

«2 /

\<7 1/ \0

wl \0

1/

for q = s12/Si and w = s2 - s^/s, = (det5)/sj. This shows that Z(S, p) is a
periodic function of q, when S is decomposed as above. Then the formula of
Selberg and Chowla is:

z(s, p) = s\p f(2p) + 77*wv'-p s7,/2r(p- î4)r<p)-1r(2p - i)
(1.3)

+ 2ii" wA-Vlp s\%-Vlp T(p)-1

¿Z e^o^X)

W-w/s:Vi_p(27rlXl(w/s1)y2).

Here

(1.4)

**(«) =

Z dfc,
0<«íln

and

(1.5)

Kv(z) = ^Jl>-v"iu+u~1)uv-1du,

for largzKViir.

The latter is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. And V(x) is the
gamma function. In [16] formula (1.3) is generalized to arbitrary tí in tj - 1 ways.
The main result of this paper (Theorem 2.1) is a generalization of formula (1.3)

of Selberg and Chowla.
Now the Epstein zeta function is not the only Eisenstein series associated
with SL(n, R). Others considered in [10] and [15] are called Selberg zeta functions by Maass. Here we shall consider only the case of one complex variable p.
This case was considered in Koecher [9] and the function is defined for an ti x n
positive definite symmetric matrix S and a complex variable p with Re p > Vm by

(1.6)

Zn(S,p) = Y. \S[A]\-p.
A

Here n>nx and S [A] = *ASA, where *A is the transpose of A. We denote the
determinant of a matrix Uby \U\ and its absolute value by \\U\\. The sum is
over a complete set of representatives for the equivalence relation A ~ B defined
on « x n j rank n1 integral matrices A, B as follows:

A ~B if A = BV, for V some 72xx nl integral matrix with \V\ — ±1.
The notation set up here will be used throughout the paper. In addition we shall
use the notation S(n)' for an tj x 72matrix and A
"* for an n x 12j matrix.
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For « j = 1 the function of (1.6) is Epstein's zeta function (1.1) clearly.
The functional equation and analytic continuation of (1.6) are given in
[10] and [15] using an argument of Selberg with differential operators on the
space of positive definite symmetric matrices. One shows easily that
«i-i

(1-7)

Z (S,p) = Z (S,p) Il f(2p- i),
1

*

/=o

where one defines

(T8ï
K

'

znSs>f»=

,

4 z

Wir*

U=(U\t'n^*);U&SL(n,Z)IPz(nl)

Here Pz(nl) is the subgroup of SL(n, Z) of matrices of block form

r ;)

The notation means that the sum in (1.8) is over a complete set of representatives
for the quotient SL(n, Z)IPz(n{). Theresidue of the pole oi Z„ (S, p) at p =
72/2has been calculated [15]. And the other residues have reportedly been computed by Langlands (unpublished). It is hoped that Theorem 2.1 may ultimately
shed some more light on the behavior of Z„ (S, p), just as the Selberg-Chowla
formula (1.3) provides much information about Epstein's zeta function. For example, one might expect to be able to calculate the constant term in the Laurent
expansion of Z„ (S, p) about p = 72/2,thus generalizing Kronecker's limit formu-

la.
Note that Zn (S, p) can be viewed as a function on SL(n, R) or on
SO(n)\SL(n, R), where SO(n) denotes the group of 72x 72orthogonal matrices of
determinant one. This is achieved by setting S = *ggfor g E SL(n, R). And Z
is an Eisenstein series in the sense of Borel [3]. Note that in particular, Z is
invariant under the transformation S —>S[U], for U integral « x tj of determinant ± 1. The calculation of the Fourier coefficients for the Eisenstein series associated with the symplectic group has been done ([1], [8], [10], [11])- The
main function arising in that calculation for the analytic case is a generalization
of the arithmetical function ak(n) of (1.4). Here we shall apply the method of
Baily [1, pp. 228-240] to the special linear group. The functions arising in the
Fourier coefficients will include not only the above arithmetical functions but also Bessel functions of matrix argument studied by Herz [5]. This is not surprising
in view of the Selberg-Chowla formula as well as the results of Jacquet [6, pp.

283-285], Kaufhold[8], and Maass[10, pp. 300-313].
Thus the main result of the paper is the formula of Theorem 2.1 for the
Fourier coefficients of Z„ (S, p). The Fourier expansion is with respect to the
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Abelian subgroup of SL(n, R) of elements of the form

0

//

where / is always the identity matrix and 0 is always the zero matrix. Note that

AVAV = Au+ v and that Z„ (S, p) = Z(S[AV], p) for integral matrices U. Thus
Z„ is a periodic function of Q, if we write [13, p. 24]

(1.9)

5=

The Fourier expansion of Theorem 2.1 is for this periodic function of Q. The result is not as good as one might expect, for [16] would lead us to believe that
more than one Fourier expansion for Zn exists. That is, one ought to be able
to obtain expansions of Zn with respect to the subgroup of SL(n, R) of elements

c:D

for all m, with 1 < m < n, and not just m = n1. More general (e.g., nilpotent)
Fourier analysis ought also to be considered.
We should note also that we always restrict our attention to Zn (S^, p)
with 2tJj < TJ. This is no real loss of generality in view of [15]

(1.10)

Zni(5^,p)=

ISl-'Z^S-'.p).

In the third part of the paper we study the Bessel functions of matrix argument arising in the Fourier coefficients of Theorem 2.1. The definition of these
Bessel functions is slightly different from that of Herz [5]. The difference arose
in the calculations of [16]. That the difference is only superficial is shown in
Lemma 3.5. This lemma also gives an easy proof for formula (2.5) of [16]. The
other results of § 3 set up the necessary theory of Bessel functions which would
be needed to use the Fourier expansion of Theorem 2.1 to obtain new information about the function Zn (S^, p). For recall that (1.3) implies the Kronecker
limit formula for the Epstein zeta function of a binary positive definite quadratic
form (see [16]). Kaufhold [8] uses a formula analogous to Theorem 2.1 to obtain the analytic continuation and functional equation of the lowest dimensional
nontrivial analogue of Zn (S^"\ p) for the symplectic group. However it seems
highly nontrivial to generalize Kaufhold's results to arbitrary dimension. Though
some explicit formulas are to be found in [7] and [17].
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2. The Fourier expansion. After a long series of lemmas we obtain a Fourier
expansion of Z„(5^"\ p), tj > 2nv analogous to those obtained in [1], [8],
[10], and [11] for Eisenstein series on the symplectic group. The method is the

exact analogue of Baily's method [1, pp. 230—232].
Just as in (1.8), define

772eT2
iSX(/2,Q) = U^/'qOV-Pq,

and the union is disjoint.

Proof. This formula can be proved by direct matrix calculation or one can
imitate Baily's proof for the symplectic group using the Bruhat decomposition.
Note that a matrix

ÍAíni) b\

\ C

)ESL(ni,Q)

DJ

lies in the rth set PqO,.Pq if and only if the rank of C is r. O
Define the general linear group GL(n, Q) to be the group of all tj x tj rational matrices with nonzero determinant and set

"i)={(V

Bc)eGLin'Q\

Lemma 2.2.

(1)

GL(n,Q) = PqQi^ ■SL(n,Z) = SL(n,Z) • PqÍtt,).

(2)

SL(n, Q) = PQ(TJi)• SL(n, Z) = SL(n, Z) • PQ (n,).

Proof. The proof is by induction on tj. For given A in GL(n, Q), there
exists a matrix U in SL(n, Z) such that UA has the first n - 1 elements in the
last row equal to zero. For we know that n - 1 equations in n unknowns are solvable in Q and, if homogeneous, are solvable in Z, with relatively prime coefficients. Treat the remaining (ii - 1) x (tj - 1) block matrix in the upper left-hand
corner of UA by induction. D
Note that the proof actually shows that .PqÍ«,) can be replaced by the
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group of Q-rational points of a minimal Q-parabolic subgroup.

Lemma 23. For 1 < «j < [^ti] and r = 1, 2, • • -, ijj,
(SL(n, Z) n (/>Q(TJ1)arPQ(721)))/Pz(T21)
has a complete set of representatives of

the form
/'A'1

0\

(
\ 0

Wu°Sa,b,u>
/?/

where

for U a rational matrix, and A lies in a complete set of representatives for
SL(nx, Z)/Pz(r). Similarly B runs through a complete set of representatives for
SL(n - ti j, Z)//?z (r), and PA B u E Pq(tj, ) is fixed once A, B, U are given.
Proof. Using Lemma 22 we obtain a map
PQ -^ (SL(n, Z) n (PQ(ni) a,/>Q(T21)))//>z(T21).

For givenP E PQ(nt), there exists F E PqÍtJj) such that ParP' E SL(n, Z). The
map is easily seen to be well defined.
In order to complete the proof we require another lemma.
Lemma 2.4. IfP, P' E Pq(t2j), the equation arP' = Par is equivalent to

0
P=

with P' = arPa

D(«l-r)
0
0

0
E
G(r>
0 K{n~

-i

Proof. Multiply out the indicated matrices in the equation arF = Par. D
We now return to the proof of Lemma 1.4. Note that ParPl = P'arP[y,
for />,/>', Pj, />; E PQ(ni) and 7 G Pz(tj!) implies P~iP'ar = arPly-l(P'l)-1.

Then Lemma 2.4 shows that

'R
,T
0
\0

0
U
0
0

0
V
X
0

S
W
Y
Z,
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Now let

R
T
0
0

0 0 S
U V W.
0X7»
0 0 Zy

where the blocks have the usual sizes. We seek a complete system of representatives for />q(tj1)/Pq. Using Lemma 2.2 one sees that for every P E ZqÍWj) there

exists P* E Pq such that

„.-(*-'

'A"c\
\ 0

B I

for A E SL(nx, Z) and B E SL(n - tj, , Z). Then we can reduce A modulo Pz(r)
and B modulo Pz(r). Finally one obtains C of the form

(T:)

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that

('A-1
(
\ 0

o\
B'

AVor/YS;rjes¿(72, z),

where A, B, U are as in Lemma 2.3 and

pa.b.u=\

Je'g("i)-

772eTjIIPjII= v(£/), wftere we define v(U) = i/ie product of the reduced denominators of the elementary divisors of U.

Proof. Clearly it is equivalent to ask that A£/or/> lie in SZ,(t2,Z). Suppose
now that

(eu

r'-\o
Then

NvorP =

By elementary divisor theory assume that

f\

}
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U=
This changes Px but not its determinant. Then the ith row of U(EF) is d¡ times
the ith row of (EF). Suppose q¡ is the reduced denominator of d¡. Clearly
qxq2 • • • q, divides lPxI. If some integer m divides (qxq2 • ' • qr)~l \PXI, then ttj
divides 1 = \NuorP\, because 772divides all terms in the «j x 711block Lagrange
decomposition of \NvarP\ corresponding to expansion by the first «j columns.
For each term contains an «j x «j subdeterminant from the first «j columns of
Ny arP. Such Hj x T2j subdeterminants are either 0 or a product of some d¡

times IPjI. D
We are now in a position to rearrange the terms of Z„ (5^";, p) for ti > 2ni
in such a way as to apply the Poisson summation formula.
First we make a definition. Suppose that

0 [('1 •

(«i)

(n-«l)/ |_\0 //J

Vrw
W=

(2.1)

(ni-r)

Then define
(2.2)

*,(£ P) - \rS\'p

Z

UeM(r.Z)

\Tr[Qr+ U] + Wrrp.

Here M(r, Z) denotes the set of all r x r matrices with integral entries.
In the following lemma we shall, as usual, write ^xsG/Hf(x) t0 mean that
the sum runs over a complete set of representatives x in G for the quotient space
G/H when f: G —►C is constant on cosets of H.

Lemma 2.6.

Zn(S(»\p)=\S1\-p+
1

z
KrKni%A,B,R

m-lp*r

'(€'1)4

where A E SL(nx, Z)/Pz(r), B E SL(n ~n¡, Z)lPz(r) (multiplicative quotients)
and R E M(r, Q)/M(r, Z) (additive quotient). As usual, we assume n>2nl
and
Rep>

&TJ.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.5 and (2.1), if

P=

<P\"1)

^qCi)

0
is such that NvarP E SL(n, Z) then

Tu°r

\

) rV(JJ)2 lTr[u+Qr]+WfX' lrSl

The proof of this fact runs as follows.

Qr *\ U 0
OX 0I /0 Q'r
* W 0 -/
0
0/
oil/
0
wl

,s,
\0

LAO 0 0

//\0

0,

since

(U + Qr 0\ //

fU + Qr ON,

0\

Vo //U -/J

and

r°(

'»V, 0\ / /

\0

0/

\0

0

0/ \Q'r -Ij

In a similar way one obtains the further simplification

Ik on

(U + Qr 0^

V0

//

.0
Tr;

,0i

0y

o\ r/ u+Qr

oVj + /vr on

rsj |_W + ßr) vj

= \Tr[U + Qr] + Wr\ 1,51

\° °y
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An application of Lemma 2.3 completes the proof. D
For future use it would be well to consider \pr(S, p) a little more closely,
where

-ir>-]■

Using formula (2.1) we obtain

5,

0

(i Q\ l'A'1

0

W

KO i) [o
S|[fi4_I]

0

0

W[B]

Note also that

ht;.)te:)]
It follows that if

v-

far1). *
* *

then (S1 l)r = Tr . Applying this to the decomposition

^"'1=lo ,W[C'-°)}
we see that TrA= (Si"1^,])-1, where ,4 e"0 = (A,"1'0*). Also 1,5*1 =
\Si I lr/ T1 = IS, I \Sîl[Ar]\. We have thus proved the followinglemma.

Lemma 2.7.

z„l(s(»\P)=\sl\-p

+ 15,1-*

Z

j1,b,!/,ä;KK»i

KÄ)"2piir,[i4ji_p

(VKJT'I^Ä
where

+Ä + i/] + R>[5,]
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A = (ATnw) *)ESL(n,,ZyPz(r),
B = {ß(-"'ni'r) *) ESL(n-nx,

U E M(r, Z),
And Rep> lhn, n>2nl.

Z)/Pz(r),

R E M(r, Q)/M(r,Z).

D

It is not perhaps obvious that this is the same as the simple decomposition
used in Theorem 1 of [16] for Zj(5(n), p). There we obtained

(2.3) f(2p)Z1(S("),p) - £(2p)s7»+ \

¿Z

¿ aeZ;b<EZ"-l-0

(sja + Qb] + W[b]Tp.

In this case tJj = 1 and Lemma 2.8 gives

?(2p)Z,(S("\p)

= f(2p)) s7" +
(

Z
(bi

K')~2p(ii[Qbl+r + u] + Wlb^T"

*),u,r

\

where (bl *) E SL(n - 1, Z)/Pz(\), uEZ,

rE Q/Z. The last sum equals

\ £ (Si[Qb,qa + pa] + W[biqa])-p,
where the sum is over bt E Z"-1 with relatively prime entries, p/q E Q with
(p, q)= 1, q > 0, and a > 0. To see that the 2 decompositions are equivalent,
note that

{(byqa, pa) I bl E Z"~l such that

g.cd. (&!) = I, p/q E Q with (p, q) = 1, q > 0, a > 0}
= {(X,y)\XEZ"-1-0,yEZ}.
To go from (X, y) to (byqa, pa) set a = g.cd. (X, y) and <7= g.cd. (a-1^).
One should note that the decomposition we used in [16, Theorem 1] was
more general. Thus one would conjecture that a more general decomposition can
be obtained for Z„ (S(n), p).
We can rearrange the series as in the preceding lemmas because the series
Zni(S(n), p) converges absolutely and uniformly in compacta for Rep > Vin and

S positive definite symmetric.
The function \pr(S, p) of (2.2) is invariant under Qr —> Qr + 77with UE
M(r, Z) and Qr as in (2.1). Thus it has a Fourier expansion (for Rep > Vin)

(25)

tr(S,p)=

where o(X) = trace oi X.

£

NGM(r,Z)

aN(S)cxp{2ma(tNQr)},
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Before evaluating the Fourier coefficients aN(S) we need a few definitions.
For A, B both tj x r real matrices define the modified Bessel function of the sec-

ond kind K(A, B, p) by

(2.6) K(A,B, p) =ft _

UT-K0-+ D eXp{-o^AAX+ <BBX-l)}dX.

Here dX = Lebesgue measure on Rv'n(-n+ 1\ This function was considered by
Herz [5] essentially and will be discussed more fully in the next section. In the
case 72= r = 1, z > 0, K(\/z, y/z, p) = 2Kp(2z), where Kp(z) was defined in
(1.5). The function (2.6) converges for all p if *AA and *BB are both positive
definite. If *AA is positive definite and *BB is not, then conditions on p such as

Rep > Yi(r- 1) are needed (tj > r). Note that [1, p. 226]
(2.7)

K(l("\0,p)

= n*»("-»Gn(p),

where G„(p) = r(p)I\p - %)■• ■T(p - Vi(n- 1)).
When S is positive definite symmetric, we shall write T = y/S to mean a

matrix T E GL(n, R) such that tTT = S.
Finally we define

(2.8)

a(U,p)=

Z

v(R)~2pexp{2ma(tRU)}.

RG.M(r,Q)IM(r,Z)

This is the exact analogue of the function S which appears in Siegel's calculation
of the Fourier coefficient of the Eisenstein series on the symplectic group [11, p.
133]. Note that our sum is over r x r rational matrices R modulo 1, while
Siegel's sum is more restricted, being only over r x r symmetric rational matrices
modulo 1. A slight modification of the arguments of [12, Lemmas 9, 10, and
11] shows that a(U, p) converges for Rep > r. The main change in Siegel's argument is to replace the exponent « - k + 1 in formula (22) of [12] by tj, because
of the lack of symmetry in the case under consideration.

Theorem 2.1. For Rep > Vmand 1 < tt1 < Vm,

Z„1(5("),p)=

LSjI-o
+ 15,1-" ¿t nv^r2+^Gr(prl
r=l

*£

o(U, p)(\S^[Ar]UW[Br]\)'A^p

A.B.U

x exp (2ma(tUtArQBr)}K(I, Ws^[Ar]Uy/W[B^,
Here A E SL(n^, Z)/Pz(r), B E SL(n - nx, Z)/Pz(r), UE M(r, Z).

p - Kr).
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Proof. From (25) and (2.2) we see that

au(S)=X(r,R) lTJQr+ *1 + W¿~PW+exp{-2ma(tUX)}dX.
Here dX is Lebesgue measure on Rr . Making the change of variables Y =

y/r~r(Qr + X), we obtain
aiJ(S) = \TrrVir\rS\-p exp{2itia(tUQr)}

XfM(r,R)|f7T + W¿~P«P {-27ria(f«7(V/7r ' m ¿Y.

Note that sinceTr = t(sff~r)s/f~r,T~l = (s/Tr)~l Xy/ÏÇ)'1. Thus t\¡jfx =
0(y/Tr)~l for some orthogonal matrix 0. A change of variables then shows that
we may replace exp{-27ri'a(fí/(v^V)-1 Y)} inside the integral by

exp{27rio(,(N/77ri/)r)}.
From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 of the next section it is seen that
av(S) = \Tr\-*r \rS\~p exp{2ma(tUQr)}7tv^r2+^

x Gr(p)~l K(s/Wr, s/fj1
= exp{27rio(f£/ßr)}

U,p- Sir)

\Tr\~Vir \rS\~p \Wf\<p-*r\v><-r2+r)

x Gfrr1 K(I,y/f^V V»£ p - Yir).
Due to the calculations preceding Lemma 2.7, we must substitute

tArQBr +R for Qr,
\SX\\S\l\Ar]\ for lr5l,
into the formula for av(S) to obtain

(S^A^T1

for Tr,

W[Br] for Wr,

'"(Cyi

= expVmoCU'ArQB,)} \Sîl[Ar]\*r\Sï\-p\S-[1[Ar]\-p
x \W[Br]\Vtr-pTtVt<-r2+r)exp{2ma(tUR)}Gr(p)-1

x K(I,vV K-]UV*W. P - Kr)Thus, by Lemma 2.6, the proof is complete. D
In the special case ni = 1, the result can be checked with Theorem 1 of
[16]. The main formula needed in the comparison is
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f(2p)a(w,p)=

Z

d1-2» « a^Ju),

0<d\u

where for « = 0 we define

a!_2p(0)=

Z

0<dlu

d1'2" = f(2p - 1).

Using the formulas (1.5), (2.6), (2.7) as well, one sees that the formula of Theorem 2.1 yields:

2><">,p)
= f(2p)s7P + TrV^r'o
+ s7%-,/^r(pr17r"

- I/l)r(p)-1Z1(H'("-1),P
Z

g.c.d.(ô1)=i;«ez-{o)

Z

- H)
d1-2<Wi]"-2),/4-,/2P

0<d\u

x exp{2muQb,}/:p_I/2(27Ts7'/2
luivWTl)
= f(2P)s7" + 7T,/2s7,/2
r(p - Vt)r(p)-1zl(w("-1'>,

+ s-%-'/2pr(p)-l77P

2]
/iez-{o};ôez"-!-{o}

x e2™ô%_I/2(27rs7'/2

P - g)

1/2l'>-,^CW/[Ô]),/i-,^'ï

ItjIyjw\b])

upon setting u = dn and then replacing /jj by J/jj. This is the result of [16,
Theorem 1] in the particular case corresponding to the (1,tj - 1) decomposition
with a minor change in point of view.

3. Bessel functions of matrix argument. We saw in the preceding section
that certain modified Bessel functions of the second kind arise in the coefficients
of Eisenstein series on SL(n, R). In this section we shall consider these functions
carefully. Our definitions differ slightly from those of Herz [5] in order to derive
an easy proof of a fact needed in [16] (see Lemma 3.5).
For A and B both n x r real matrices we define

K(A,B,p) = f

,.

\X\p~^r+ ^expi- o(*AAX+ 'BBX'1)}dX

(3.1)

Kt(A,B, p) = f

\*AA+'-Wl-" exp{lioCBW)}
dW.

The convergence, symmetry and reduction properties of these functions are'
considered in the following lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. (a) Let C(r) be an invertible matrix. Then K(A, B, p) =

K(AtC,B<r\p)\C\2p.
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(b)K(A,B, p) = K(B,A, -p).
(c) For all orthogonalmatrices U, V, K(UA, VB,p) = K(A, B, p).
Proof, (a) Change variables via X — Y[C].
(b) Change variables via X = Y-1.

(c) Note that I[UA] = I[A]. D

Lemma 3.2. K(A, B, p) convergesfor all p if *AA> 0 and *BB> 0.
Proof. Change variables via X = tTT, where

t¡>0.
\0

tj

Then

K(A,B, p) = ?f

^D ¡I tjo-'exptoVlA'T] + I[BT^ ])}dT.

■Jt¡>0;t¡jE:K

f=1

Here dT denotes the ordinary Euclidean measure in Ryir(-r+!>.
Now, since {AA and tBB are both positive, there exist positive constants cA

and cB depending only on A and B such that

oÇlA'T]) > c^CTT)

and a(I[BT~l ]) > cBa(T~l 'r"1):

Therefore, with some positive constant c, depending only on A and B, we

have:

K(A,B, p) < e'1 ¡ft C t2p~Uxp{-ct2- ct¡2}dti

r=ij°

xn/.B

expí-4-cí*2}^.,

where T'1 = (t*¡).
The above integrals converge for all values of p, for

/o~ tacxp{-c(t2+t-2)}f = f~t-atxp{-c(t2 +r2)}f
+fltatxp{-c(t2+r2)}f.
And these integrals converge for all values of a, since a can be replaced by any
larger value of a obtaining an integral bounded by T(l + lal) for example. D
We next prove the result needed in the proof of Theorem 1 connecting K
and Kl.
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Lemma 3.3. ■nVt<-"2-r-2rn')Gr(P)Kl(A,
B, p) = K(A, B, p - V4n),where

Gr(p) is the gamma factor defined by (2.7).

Proof. By (2.7)

^r(r-i)^(pKiC4(

B>p)

= fw(*,r) real fx^xf^0^

+ '«W)

+ 2ia(f/?&0}

x \x\p<r+1V2dXdW

= fx

IJrTlp-,/2(r+1)exp{-a(f^T)}

X fwO.r) mie*rt-oCWWX + 2itBW)}dWdX.
The inner integral over W is equal to

IXr'/2"X'>o expi-oCW'W'+ 2itBW'Z-1)}dW',
where W' = WZ,X = Z*Z.
Setting *C= iZ"1 f5, we see that aCW'W' + 2if5H/'Z_1) = a(I[W' + C]) +
a(?BBX~x). Thus, using the formula [1, p. 244],

Xo.^real ^^ifW

+ CWdW=fW(n,r)rea,exp{-a(fIVlV)}(iW
= ff**',

and the proof is complete. D
The question of the behavior of K(I, B, p) for singular B is answered by the

following lemma.

Lemma3.4.

K í/(r), Í

), p) = rrW-*-* )Gs{p)K(f(.r-s)tDi p _ ^

Proof. Write

x=

(As) 0\f//7/ ö\l
q\\

o W L\°
_\0J/J
.//J

I Xl
XXQ
tXi
X&
Vß^i w+x^Qy
Vö*!
IV+^1

so that

X'1

,_1[ß]
fc1 o\ r// oïïfxï' +w\o w-1)L\-ß vJ \ -w-H

-'ß^-1

Then the Jacobian of the changeof variablesis tàX/dtfy, Q, W)\ = \Xt \T*.
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Thus

=-£[°)>0;W(r-s)>0.,

eXP{-<^l

+ W + Xy[Q]) ~ o(DW~1)}

ß(i.'-i)arbitrary

x \Xl\p-v^2s+l-^\W\p-v^r+^dXldWdQ.
Then make the change of variables Y - TQ, where tTT = Xl,\o

fe-o(X1lQ))dQ=f

J

**

Jyis.r-s)

real

obtain:

oiIlY])dY]x^Hr-s)
1

- \xi\-*(r-sW¡(r-s\

D

Before concluding this section we insert a lemma on Bessel functions which
proves formula (2.5) of [16] in an easy way.

Lemma 3.5. Let A^'r) be such that 'AqAq = /. Let i5(",r)5 be positive
definite symmetric. And suppose that B^ E GL(r, R) is such that tBB = tB1B1.
Then

= n^n-r^Gr(p - K(n - r))Cr(p)_1Ä,a. B^, p-Wji-

r)).

Proof. ClearlyK(A0, B, p) = K(I, Bl, p). Then use Lemma 3.3. D
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